NORTHAMPTONSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL  
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACTS

PART 1 FORM: Application for planning permission for mineral extraction and/or waste disposal including all ancillary facilities and operations (5 completed copies of this form should be submitted)

1. Applicant
   - Name: Barton Plant Limited
   - Address: Cranford Road, Burton Latimer, Kettering, Northants NN15 5TB
   - Tel No
   - Fax No

2. Application Site
   - Title of development: Removal of imported inert waste for use in the construction of Northampton’s western relief road (borrow pit)
   - Location and address of the site: Harlestone Quarry, Harlestone Road, Harlestone
   - Present use(s) of land and buildings: Landfill
   - Previous uses of the site (if known): Quarry
   - Total application area: 2 hectares
   - Grid Reference: SP 4708 E 2635 N (if known)

3. Type of Application
   - State whether the application is for:-
     a. An extension in area to an existing permitted site
     b. An extension in time of an existing permission
     c. Modification of a condition (other than the end date)
     d. A new site

   - If the answer to a, b, or c is Yes please state the previous:
     a. Permission No: DA/01/1255C
     b. Decision Date: 18 June 2002
     c. No.(s) of Condition(s) requiring modification

   - Brief description of the development (Additional information should be included in the Supporting Statement or by Environmental Assessment where appropriate)

   Excavation of landfilled clay for use in engineering of parts of the new highway network from Swan Valley to Harlestone; total removal of 80,000m³ to supply a contract with BIRSE.
4. **Site Ownership**  
i. **Surface land owner**  
   - **Name**: The Trustees of Eighth Earl Spencer Family Settlement  
   - **Address**: Estate Office, The Stables, Althorp, Northamptonshire NN7 4HQ  
   - **Mineral Owner (if different from i. and appropriate)**  
    - **Name**  
    - **Address**  

iii. **What is the applicant's interest in the site? (e.g. owner, lessee, tenant, prospective purchaser etc)**  
    - **Tenant**  

iv. **Applicant's interests in land adjoining the application site**  
   - See plan 9010/Extract Area  

**IF THE APPLICANT HAS AN INTEREST IN ADJOINING LAND THEN THE AREA MUST BE OUTLINED IN BLUE ON THE ORDNANCE SURVEY BASED SITE AND LOCATION PLANS**

5. **Highway Access**  
i. **Is there an existing means of access to the site**  
   - **Yes**  
   - **If yes, state:**  
     - a. **width**: 7 metres  
     - b. **details of construction**: concrete  

ii. **Is a new access to be constructed or an existing access altered**  
   - **No**  
   - **If yes, state:**  
     - a. **proposed width**: metres  
     - b. **proposed access specification**

6. **Environmental Effects of the Proposal**  

Please tick  
i. **Is an Environmental Statement attached**  
   - **Yes**  
   - **No**  

ii. **Does the site effect any of the following designations**  
   - **Yes**  
   - **No**  
   - a. Scheduled Ancient Monument  
   - b. Listed Building  
   - c. Site of Special Scientific Interest  
   - d. Nature Reserve/SNCV  
   - e. Public Right of Way  

If yes, please describe briefly (and detail on a separate plan)  

.A public footpath runs along the western boundary of the site.

7. **Application Checklist (Please tick)**. Have you:-  
i. **Completed and signed this Part 1 form?**  
ii. **Completed and signed the Part IV and/or Annex 7?**  
iii. **Completed, signed and served the appropriate ownership certificates and notices?**  
iv. **Supplied the requisite plans, drawings and statements requested by the MPA?**

8. I hereby apply for planning permission in respect of the above particulars and attached plan, drawings and statements.

**Signed**  
**On behalf of** Barton Plant Limited  
**Date** 29 May 2007
Additional information required if the application is for the extraction of minerals by opencast methods
(5 completed copies of this form should be submitted)

SITE DETAILS AND PLAN REQUIREMENTS

1. Total area of land covered by the application (including all storage and stockpile bunds, the haul route and access to public highway and other ancillary operations and structures):
   2 hectares (Edge this area in red on the plan.) Plan Ref: 9010/Extract Area

2. Type(s) of mineral to be extracted: Landfilled clay and inert waste

3. Proposed area(s) of mineral extraction: 2 hectares
   Please detail on plan including areas in the application from which minerals have previously been extracted. Plan Ref: 9010/Extract Area

TECHNICAL DETAILS AND PLAN REQUIREMENTS

4. (a) Estimated thickness of topsoil: N.A. metres
   (b) Estimated thickness of subsoil: N.A. metres
   (c) Estimated thickness of overburden: N.A. metres

5. Level of existing water table in land in relation to the existing surface level: 16 metres
   Please details 4 and 5 in cross-section form. Plan Ref: Not affected by the proposals

6. Present contours of the application site and surrounding land: Plan Ref: 9010/Extract Area

OPERATIONAL DETAILS AND PLAN REQUIREMENTS

7. Method, direction, estimated rate of working and phasing of working.
   Please detail in plan form and describe in written statement supporting application. Plan Ref: see supporting statement

8. Estimated maximum depth of working below existing ground level: 4 metres
   Please detail in cross-section form. Plan Ref: 9010/extract/l & 9010/extract/x

9. (a) Estimate of total quantity of mineral to be extracted: 80,000 m$^3$ 136,000 tonnes
   (b) Estimate of net saleable mineral to be extracted: 80,000 m$^3$ 136,000 tonnes
10. (a) Estimate of annual quantity of mineral to be extracted: N.A $m^3$ tonnes
    (b) Estimate of annual quantity of saleable minerals: N.A. $m^3$ tonnes

11. Estimated life of workings: 0 years 6 months

12. Proposed starting date of workings if consent is given: June 2007

13. Method of transport to and from workings:
    (a) Type of HGV’s to be used (and maximum laden weights and no. of axles of lorries):
        32 tonne 4 axle with 20 tonne load
    (b) Total average daily HGV movements (in and out of site equals two movements):
        300
    (c) Identify on plan the highway route to be used to (and from) primary road network
        and describe in written statement.

Plan Ref: GPP/BP/HQ/07/01 Written Statement Ref: Direct on to A428

14. Anticipated market / end use of mineral : Sandy Lane & Swan Valley highway schemes

ANCILLARY OPERATION / PLAN REQUIREMENTS

15. Position and nature of any fixed plant that is proposed to be erected: Please detail on plan. Plan Ref: Existing weighbridge, wheelwash and offices all on site

16. Is it proposed to erect any temporary buildings on site? No

If yes, please provide details of location, size, materials, colours in and include drawings of elevations, on plan and describe in written statement.

Plan Ref: Written Statement Ref:

RESTORATION, LANDSCAPING AND AFTERCARE

17. Method, direction, phasing and timescale of restoration / backfilling.

Please detail on plan and describe in written statement. If materials need to be imported on the site then please complete Part V Form.

Plan Ref: Approved by DA/01/1255C Written Statement Ref:

18. Landscaping proposals

Please detail on plan and describe in written statement. If you require advice on this matter please contact the County Planning Authority.

Plan Ref: Approved by DA/05/876C Written Statement Ref:

19. Aftercare proposals / Future land use of site.

A detailed statement of a five year aftercare programme will need to be submitted to the County Planning Authority if consent is given for the application.

Plan Ref: Approved by DA/05/876C Written Statement Ref:
Signed on behalf of Barton Plant Ltd Date 29 May